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silent storm
A continuous flow system, which is designed to run with minimal noise.
Powered by 240v power, it is supplied with an adjustable remote control,
which increases or decreases the fan speed. The Silent Storm shoots
horizontally from one end of the machine and can fire confetti approximately
12 -15m or 40 - 50ft (depending on rigging height). A wide range of confetti
shapes can be used. Fantastic for using in venues with high ceilings.

mini blaster
Half the size and weight of the Big Blaster. Perfect for small to medium
venues: theatres, clubs, tv studios, auditoriums and ballrooms. Blasts confetti
approximately 10 - 12m or 30 - 40 ft . Powered by a single CO² cylinder.

big blaster
Continuous flow units can blast confetti approximately 18 - 20m or 60 - 70 ft
into the air (0.5kg of confetti per second for approximately 40 seconds).
Wide range of confetti shapes and sizes can be used. Great for large venues:
stadiums, arenas etc. Requires two CO² cylinders.

big shots
Double-barrel cannons propel confetti approximately 12m or 40 ft and
streamers approximately 20m or 65ft. Electronically fired and easy to rig.
They can create a fountain effect (wall of confetti) if placed in front of a stage
or a waterfall effect if rigged from a truss or placed on speaker stacks. Uses
compressed air.

1”hand held cannons + 2”handheld cannons
STREAMER EFFECT CREATED
USING “BIG SHOTS”

This simple-to-operate, manually fired cannon delivers an impressive effect.
It can propel tissue and metallic confetti approximately 10m or 30ft into the
air and streamers approximately 15 m or 50ft. Powered by threaded CO²
cartridges. The 2” has 5 times the pay load. Your choice of colours and
product mix.

efx fan
Hand feed confetti through the specially designed inlet to launch confetti.
Either through a moving tube creating a spray of confetti or fix the tube via
rigging points to elevate the confetti dispersment point. Perfect for large
venues requiring large coverage from the ground or catwalks. EFX fans can
be used without the tube creating upward wind currents to enhance confetti
effects as well.
silent storm

mini blaster

big blaster

big shots

2” + 1” handheld cannons

EFX FAN

Your one stop confetti shop!

consumables – bulk

All confetti products are flame retardant.
pixi SQUARES
squares
snow storm
rectangles
variety of shapes

puff balls
feathers
snow - starch
variety of shapes

variety of shapes available
Dissolvable Confetti:
an amazing, dissolvable tissue confetti that
instantly disappears when it comes into contact
with water!
CONFETTI USING “BIG SHOTS”
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quickloads + gear

* snow storm

consumables

actual
sizes!

2.5cm

1 cm
1kg bag of confetti

* square
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CONFETTI USING “BIG BLASTER”

streamer sleeves
rectangle sleeves
lifting cups
end caps
co2 bulbs

streamer QUICKLOADS

DOUBLE ROLLED streamerS

RECTANGULAR QUICKLOADS

ACCESSORIES

